Abstract. Over the past ten years, driven by large scale optimisation problems arising from machine learning, the development of stochastic optimisation methods have witnessed a tremendous growth. However, despite their popularity, the theoretical understandings of these methods are quite limited in contrast to the deterministic optimisation methods. In this paper, we present a local convergence analysis for a typical type of stochastic optimisation methods: proximal variance reduced stochastic gradient methods, and mainly focus on the SAGA [12] and algorithms. Under the assumption that the non-smooth component of the optimisation problem is partly smooth relative to a smooth manifold, we present a unified framework for the local convergence analysis of the SAGA/Prox-SVRG algorithms: (i) the sequences generated by the SAGA/Prox-SVRG are able to identify the smooth manifold in a finite number of iterations; (ii) then the sequence enters a local linear convergence regime. Beyond local convergence analysis, we also discuss various possibilities for accelerating these algorithms, including adapting to better local parameters, and applying higher-order deterministic/stochastic optimisation methods which can achieve super-linear convergence. Concrete examples arising from machine learning are considered to verify the obtained results.
Introduction

Non-smooth optimisation
Modern optimisation has become a core part of many fields in science and engineering, such as machine learning, inverse problem and signal/image processing, to name a few. In a world of increasing data demands, there are two key driving forces behind modern optimisation.
• Non-smooth regularisation. We are often faced with models of high complexity, however, the solutions of interest often lie on a manifold of low dimension which is promoted by the non-smooth regulariser. There have been several recent studies explaining how proximal gradient methods identify this low dimensional manifold and efficiently output solutions which take a certain structure; see for instance [29] for the case of deterministic proximal gradient methods.
• Stochastic methods. The past decades have seen an exponential growth in the data sizes that we have to handle, and stochastic methods have been popular due to their low computational cost; see for instance [38, 12, 43] and references therein. The purpose of this paper is to show that proximal variance reduced stochastic gradient methods allow to benefit from both efficient structure enforcement and low computational cost. In particular, we present a study of manifold identification and local acceleration properties of these methods when applied to the following structured minimisation problem: min
where R(x) is a non-smooth structure imposing penalty term, and
is the average of a finite sum, where each f i is smooth differentiable. We are interested in the problems where the value of m is very large. A classic example of (P) is 1 -norm regularised least square estimation (i.e. the LASSO problem), which reads min
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where µ > 0 is the trade-off parameter, K i is the i th row of a matrix K ∈ R m×n , and b i is the i th element of the vector b ∈ R m . More examples of problem (P) can be found in Section 5. Throughout this paper, we consider the following basic assumptions for problem (P): (A.1) R : R n → R ∪ {+∞} is proper, convex and lower semi-continuous; (A.2) F : R n → R is continuously differentiable with ∇F being L F -Lipschitz continuous. For each index i = 1, · · · , m, f i is continuously differentiable with L i -Lipschitz continuous gradient; (A.3) Argmin(Φ) = ∅, that is the set of minimisers is non-empty. In addition to assumption (A.2), define
which is the uniform Lipschitz continuity of functions f i . Note that
Deterministic Forward-Backward splitting method
A classical approach to solve (P) is the Forward-Backward splitting (FBS) method [30] , which is also known as the proximal gradient descent method. Given a current point x k , the standard non-relaxed Forward-Backward iteration updates the next point x k+1 based on the following rule,
where prox γR is the proximity operator of R which is defined as Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, "Forward-Backward splitting" or "FBS" refers to the deterministic Forward-Backward splitting scheme (1.1).
Since the original work [30] , the properties of Forward-Backward splitting have been extensively studied in the literature. In general, the advantages of this method can be summarised as following:
• Robust convergence guarantees. The convergence of the method is guaranteed as long as 0 < γ ≤ γ k ≤ γ < 2/L F holds for some γ, γ > 0 [9] , for both the sequence {x k } k∈N and the objective function value {Φ(x k )} k∈N ; • Known convergence rates. It is well established that the sequence of FBS scheme converges at the rate of ||x k − x k−1 || = o(1/ √ k) [28] , while the objective function converges at the rate of Φ(x k ) − Φ(x ) = o(1/k) [33] where x ∈ Argmin(Φ) is a global minimiser. These rates can be improved to linear 1 if for instance strong convexity is assumed [35] ;
• Numerous acceleration techniques. Extensive acceleration schemes have been proposed over the decades, for instance the inertial schemes which contains inertial FBS [34, 31, 29] , FISTA [3] and Nesterov's optimal methods [35] ;
• Structure adaptivity. There has been several recent work [27, 29] exploring the manifold identification properties of FBS, in particular, under the non-degeneracy condition that
where ri(∂R(x )) denotes the relative interior of the sub-differential ∂R(x ). It is shown in [29] that after a finite number of iterations, the FBS iterates x k all lie on the same manifold as the optimal solution x . In the case of R = || · || 1 , this equates to saying that there exists some K ∈ N such that x k has the same sparse pattern as x for all k ≥ K. Furthermore, upon identifying this optimal manifold, the FBS iterates can be proved to converge linearly to the optimal solution x . However, despite the above advantages of FBS, for the considered problem (P), when the value of m is very large, the computational cost of ∇F (x k ) could be very expensive, which makes the deterministic FBS-type methods unsuitable for solving the large-scale problems arising from machine learning.
Proximal variance reduced stochastic gradient methods
The most straightforward extension of stochastic gradient descent to the "smooth + non-smooth" setting is the proximal stochastic gradient descent (Prox-SGD), which reads For k = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · sample i k uniformly from {1, · · · , m}
( 1.3)
The advantage of Prox-SGD over FBS scheme is that at each iteration, Prox-SGD only evaluates the gradient of one sampled function f i k , while FBS needs to compute m gradients. However, to ensure the convergence of Prox-SGD, the step-size γ k of Prox-SGD has to converge to 0 at a proper speed (e.g.
Moreover, when Φ is strongly convex, the rate for the objective can only be improved to O(1/k) which is much slower than the linear rate of FBS.
Prox-SGD has no manifold identification properties Besides slow convergence speed, another disadvantage of Prox-SGD, when compared to FBS, is that the sequence {x k } k∈N generated by the method is unable to identify the structure of the problem, i.e. no finite time manifold identification property.
To give an intuitive explanation as to why the iterates of Prox-SGD are inherently unstructured, we first provide an alternative perspective of treating Prox-SGD, the perturbation of deterministic Forward-Backward splitting method. More precisely, this method can be written as the inexact Forward-Backward splitting method with stochastic approximation error on the gradient,
For most stochastic gradient methods, we have E[ε k ] = 0 and ||ε k || 2 is the variance of the stochastic gradient. The stochastic approximation error ε k for Prox-SGD takes the form
Manifold identification for FBS can be guaranteed under the non-degeneracy condition (ND). In fact, from the definition of proximity operator (1.2), at each iteration, we have
and manifold identification can be guaranteed if g k → −∇F (x ) as k → ∞. The issue in the case of Prox-SGD is that although we have that in expectation
is only bounded and in general does not converge to 0 even if {x k } k∈N converges to a global minimiser x ∈ Argmin(Φ).
We present a simple example to illustrate that Prox-SGD does not have manifold identification properties in general. Consider the following LASSO problem in 3D,
where
The optimal solution of this particular problem is x = (1, 0, 0) T and writing F (x) def = 1 6 ||Kx − b|| 2 , we have that the non-degeneracy condition
It is furthermore straightforward to verify that ||∇f i (x) − ∇F (x)|| ≥ ||∇F (x)|| for all i = 1, 2, 3. Moreover, if Prox-SGD is starting with x 0 = (µ, 0, 0) T with µ ∈ R, then with probability 2/3 the first iterate of the algorithm satisfies
In fact, x 1 will have 2 non-zero entries if |µ| > γ 1 and i 1 ∈ {2, 3}. Figure 1 shows the support sizes of the Prox-SGD iterates over 10 6 iterations. Forward--Backward Prox-SGD: initial point 1 Prox-SGD: initial point 2 Figure 1 : Support identification comparison between FBS and Prox-SGD. For Prox-SGD, "initial point 1" starts with an arbitrary point with all three elements non-zero; "initial point 2" starts with the point 10x . The maximum number of iteration for Prox-SGD is 10 6 , the blue and red lines are sub-sampled, one out of every 10 4 points.
Variance reduced methods
To overcome the vanishing step-size and slow convergence speed of Prox-SGD, various (stochastic) incremental schemes are developed in literature; see for instance [4, 41, 21, 38, 12, 19, 43] and the references therein. Under stochastic setting, the variance reduced techniques are very popular approach, which have the following two main characteristics:
• Same as Prox-SGD, in expectation, the stochastic gradient remains an unbiased estimation of the full gradient;
• Different from Prox-SGD, the variance ||ε k || 2 converges to 0 when x k approaches the solution x .
In the following, we introduce two well-known examples of variance reduced methods, the SAGA algorithm [12] and Prox-SVRG algorithm [43] , which are the main targets of this paper.
SAGA algorithm [12]
Similar to Prox-SGD algorithm, at each iteration k, the gradient of a sampled function ∇f i k (x k ) is computed by the SAGA algorithm where i k is uniformly sampled from {1, · · · , m}. In the meantime, let {∇f i j (x k−j )} j=1,··· ,m be the gradients history over the past m steps, then the combination of these two aspects with additional debiasing yield the unbiased gradient approximation of the SAGA algorithm. Given an initial point x 0 , define the individual gradient g 0,i
update the gradient history:
(1.6) SAGA successfully avoids the vanishing step-size of Prox-SGD, and has the same convergence rate as ForwardBackward splitting scheme. However, one distinctive drawback of SAGA is that, in general, its memory cost is proportional to the number of functions m.
In the context of (1.4), the stochastic approximation error ε k of SAGA takes the form
Prox-SVRG algorithm The SVRG [19] (stochastic variance reduced gradient) method was originally proposed to solve (P) with R = 0, later on in [43] it is extended to the case of R being non-trivial. Compared to SAGA, in stead of approximating the current gradient ∇F with the past m gradients ∇f i k , Prox-SVRG computes the full gradient of a given point along the iteration, and uses it for P iterations where P is on the order of m. Let P be a positive integer. The iteration of the algorithm consists of two level of loops, for the sequencex in the outer loop, full gradient ∇F (x k ) is computed. For the sequence x ,p in the inner loop, only the gradient of the sampled function is computed.
Prox-SVRG can also afford non-vanishing step-size and has the same convergence rate as FBS scheme. It avoids the large memory cost of SAGA, however, the gradient evaluation complexity of Prox-SVRG is always higher than SAGA. For instance when P = m, the gradient evaluation of Prox-SVRG is three times that of SAGA.
In the context of (1.4), given x ,p , denote k = P + p, then we have x ,p = x k and the stochastic approximation error ε k of Prox-SVRG reads
(1.9)
Contributions
In recent years, local linear convergence behaviours of the deterministic FBS-type methods have been studied under various scenarios. Particularly, in [29] , based on the notion of partial smoothness (see Definition 3.1), the authors propose a unified framework for local linear convergence analysis of Forward-Backward splitting and its variants including inertial FBS and FISTA [3, 7] .
In contrast to the deterministic setting, for the stochastic version of FBS scheme, very limited results of this nature have been reported in the literature. However, in practice local linear convergence of stochastic proximal gradient descent has been observed without global strong convexity. More importantly, the low dimensional property of partial smoothness naturally reduces the computational cost and provides rich possibilities of acceleration. As a consequence, the lack of uniform analysis framework and exploiting the local acceleration are the main motivations of this work.
Convergence of sequence for SAGA/Prox-SVRG Assuming only convexity, we prove the almost sure global convergence of the sequences generated by SAGA (see Theorem 2.1) and Prox-SVRG with "Option I" (see Theorem 2.2). Moreover, for Prox-SVRG algorithm with "Option I", an O(1/k) ergodic convergence rate for the objective function is proved; see Theorem 2.2.
Finite time manifold identification Let x ∈ Argmin(Φ) be a global minimiser of problem (P), and suppose that the sequence {x k } k∈N generated by the perturbed Forward-Backward (1.4) converges to x almost surely. Then under the additional assumptions that the non-smooth function R is partly smooth at x relative to a C 2 -smooth manifold M x (see Definition 3.1) and a non-degeneracy condition (Eq. (ND)) holds at x , in Theorem 3.2 we prove a general finite time manifold identification result for the perturbed Forward-Backward splitting scheme (1.4). The manifold identification means that after a finite number of iterations, say K, there holds x k ∈ M x for all k ≥ K.
Specialising the result to SAGA and Prox-SVRG algorithms, we prove the finite manifold identification properties of them (see Corollary 3.4).
Local linear convergence for SAGA/Prox-SVRG Building upon the manifold identification result, if moreover F is locally C 2 -smooth along M x near x and a restricted injectivity condition (see Eq. (RI)) is satisfied by the Hessian ∇ 2 F (x ), we show that x is the unique minimiser of problem (P) and moreover Φ has local quadratic grow property around x . As a consequence, we show that locally SAGA and Prox-SVRG converge linearly.
Local accelerations
Another important implication of manifold identification is that the global non-smooth optimisation problem Φ becomes C 2 -smooth locally along the manifold M x , and moreover is locally strongly convex if the restricted injectivity condition (RI) is satisfied. This implies that locally we have many choices of acceleration to choose, for instance we can turn to higher-order optimisation methods, such as (quasi)-Newton methods or (stochastic) Riemannian manifold based optimisation methods which can lead to super linear convergence speed.
Lastly, for the numerical experiments considered in this paper, the corresponding MATLAB source code to reproduce the results is available online 2 .
Relation to previous work
Prior to our work, the identification properties of the regularised dual averaging algorithm (RDA) [42] were reported in [23, 14] . The RDA algorithm is also proposed for solving problem (P), except that instead of being a finite sum, now the F takes the form
where ξ ∈ R m is a random vector whose probability distribution D is supported on the set Ω ⊂ R m . The RDA algorithm ([23, Algorithm 1]) for solving (P) takes the following form, let ξ 1 = 0 and g 0 = 0,ḡ 0 = 0,
sample ξ k from the distribution D, and compute:
update the averaged gradient:
update new point:
(1.10)
2 https://github.com/jliang993/Local-VRSGD Though proposed for infinite sum problem, RDA can also applied to solve the finite sum problem, moreover the convergence properties establish in [23] remain hold. As a consequence, the identification property established there also holds true for the finite sum problem.
Compare the proposed work and those of [23, 14] , there are several differences need to be pointed out:
• SAGA/Prox-SVRG and RDA are two very different types of methods. Although RDA can be applied to the finite sum problem, similarly to Prox-SGD, only O(1/k) convergence rate can be achieved under strong convexity. While for the variance reduced SAGA/Prox-SVRG algorithms, linear convergence are available under strong convexity; • For RDA algorithm, to the best of our knowledge, with only convexity assumption, so far there is no convergence result for the generated sequence {x k } k∈N . While for SAGA/Prox-SVRG algorithms, in this paper we prove the convergence properties of their generated sequences under only convexity assumption, which are new to the literature.
Mathematical background
Throughout the paper, N denotes the set of non-negative integers and k ∈ N denotes the index. R n is the Euclidean space of n dimension, and Id denotes the identity operator on R n . For a non-empty convex set Ω ⊂ R n , ri(Ω) and rbd(Ω) denote its relative interior and boundary respectively, aff(Ω) is its affine hull, and par(Ω) is the subspace parallel to it. Denote P Ω the orthogonal projector onto Ω. Given a proper, convex and lower semi-continuous function R, the sub-differential is defined by ∂R(x)
Paper organisation The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we study the global convergence property of the sequence generated by SAGA and Prox-SVRG algorithms. The finite time manifold identification result is presented in Section 3. Local linear convergence and several local acceleration approaches are discussed in Section 4. We conclude the paper with various numerical experiments in Section 5. Several proofs of theorems are organised in Appendix A.
Global convergence of SAGA/Prox-SVRG
In literature, though the global almost sure convergence of the objective function value of SAGA/Prox-SVRG are well established [12, 43] , the convergence properties of the generated sequences are not proved unless strong convexity is assumed. In this section, we prove the almost sure convergence of the sequence generated by SAGA and Prox-SVRG with "Option I" without strong convexity assumption. The proofs of the theorems are provided in Appendix A.1.
We present first the convergence of the SAGA algorithm, recall that L is the uniform Lipschitz continuity of all element functions f i , i = 1, · · · , m.
Theorem 2.1 (Convergence of SAGA).
For problem (P), suppose that conditions (A.1)-(A.3) hold. Let {x k } k∈N be the sequence generated by the SAGA algorithm (1.6) with γ k ≡ γ = 1/(3L), then there exists an x ∈ Argmin(Φ) such that almost surely we have
Next we provide the convergence result of the Prox-SVRG algorithm, and mainly focus on "Option I" for which convergence without strong convexity can be obtained. For "Option II", convergence of the sequence under strong convexity is discussed already in [43] , hence we decide to skip the discussion here.
Given ∈ N + and p ∈ {1, · · · , P },
Theorem 2.2 (Convergence of Prox-SVRG). For problem (P), suppose that conditions (A.1)-(A.3) hold.
Let {x k } k∈N be the sequence generated by the Prox-SVRG algorithm (1.8) with "Option I". Then,
(ii) Suppose that R, F are moreover α R and α F strongly convex respectively, then if 4Lγ(P + 1) < 1, there holds
where ρ SVRG = max{ 
Finite manifold identification of SAGA/Prox-SVRG
From this section, we turn to the local convergence properties of SAGA/Prox-SVRG algorithms. We first introduce the notion of partial smoothness, then present a general abstract finite manifold identification of the perturbed Forward-Backward splitting (1.4), and specialize the result to the case of SAGA and Prox-SVRG algorithms.
Partial smoothness
The concept partial smoothness was first proposed in [25] , which captures the essential features of the geometry of non-smoothness along the so-called active/identifiable manifold. Loosely speaking, a partly smooth function behaves smoothly along the manifold, and sharply normal to the manifold.
Let M x be a C 2 -smooth Riemannian manifold of R n around a point x. Denotes T Mx (x ) the tangent space of M x at a point x ∈ M x . Below we introduce the definition of partial smoothness for the class of proper convex and lower semi-continuous functions.
Definition 3.1 (Partly smooth function).
Let function R : R n → R ∪ {+∞} be proper convex and lower semicontinuous. Then R is said to be partly smooth at x relative to a set M x containing x if the sub-differential ∂R(x) = ∅, and moreover
Continuity:
The set-valued mapping ∂R is continuous at x relative to M x .
The class of partly smooth functions at x relative to M x is denoted as PSF x (M x ). Many widely used nonsmooth penalty functions in the literature are partly smooth, such as sparsity promoting 1 -norm, group sparsity promoting 1,2 -norm, low rank promoting nuclear norm, etc.; see Table 1 for more information. We refer to [29] and the references therein for more details of partly smooth functions.
An abstract finite manifold identification
Recall the perturbed Forward-Backward splitting iteration
As discussed, the difference of stochastic optimisation methods in terms of perturbed Forward-Backward splitting is that each method has its own form of the perturbation error ε k (e.g. ε .9)). We have the following abstract identification result for the perturbed Forward-Backward iteration. Table 1 : Examples of partly smooth functions. For x ∈ R n and some subset of indices b ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, x b is the restriction of x to the entries indexed in b. D DIF stands for the finite differences operator.
Function
Expression Partial smooth manifold 
(iii) In Theorem 3.2, we only mention the existence of K after which the manifold identification happens and no estimation is provided. In [29] for the deterministic Forward-Backward splitting method, a lower bound of K is derived, though not very interesting from practical point of view. However, for the stochastic methods (e.g. SAGA and Prox-SVRG), even providing a lower bound for K is a challenging problem. More importantly, to provide a bound (either lower or upper) for K, x has to be involved; see [29, Proposition 3.6] . As a consequence, we decide to skip the discussion here.
Proof. First of all, the definition of proximity operator (1.2) and the update of x k+1 (1.4) entail that
from which we get
where lower boundedness of γ k and the L F -Lipschitz continuity of ∇F (see assumption (A.2)) is applied to get the last inequality. We have:
• The almost sure convergence of {x k } k∈N (condition (B.3)) ensures that L F ||x k − x || converges to 0 almost surely. Owing to assumption (A.1), R is sub-differentially continuous at all the points of its domain, typically at x for −∇F (x ), hence we have R(x k ) → R(x ) almost surely;
• Combine the almost sure convergence of {x k } k∈N and (B.1) the bounded from below property of {γ k } k∈N , we have that 1 γ ||x k+1 − x k || converges to 0 almost surely;
• Condition (B.2) asserts that ||ε k || → 0 almost surely. Altogether, we have that dist −∇F (x ), ∂R(x k+1 ) → 0 almost surely.
To this end, all the conditions of [17, Theorem 5.3] are fulfilled almost surely on function ∇F (x ), · + R, hence the identification result follows.
Finite manifold identification of SAGA/Prox-SVRG
Now we specialise Theorem 3.2 to the case of SAGA/Prox-SVRG algorithms, which yields the proposition below. For Prox-SVRG, recall that in the convergence proof, we denote the inner iteration sequence x ,p as x k with k = P + p. 
Remark 3.5. For the Prox-SVRG algorithm, since in Theorem 2.2 the convergence is obtained for "Option I", hence the sequence {x } ∈N also has finite manifold identification property.
The situation however becomes complicated if "Option II" is applied. Suppose we have the convergence of the sequence generated by Prox-SVRG, the identification property of {x ,p } p=1,··· ,P, ∈N is straightforward. However, for sequence {x } ∈N , unless M x is convex locally around x , in general there is no identification guarantee for it. A typical example for which this is problematic is the nuclear norm, whose associated partial smooth manifold is a non-convex cone, hence there can be no identification result for the outer loop sequence {x } ∈N .
When non-degeneracy condition fails
In Theorem 3.2, besides the partial smoothness assumption of R, the non-degeneracy condition (ND) is crucial to the identification of the sequence {x k } k∈N . Owing to the result of [26, 17, 18] , it is a necessary condition for identification of the manifold M x , and moreover ensures that the manifold M x is minimal and unique.
Recently, efforts are made to relax the non-degeneracy condition. In [15] , under a so-called "mirror stratification condition", the authors manage to relax the non-degeneracy condition, however at the price that the manifold to be identified is no longer unique. More precisely, there will be another manifold M x , which includes M x and is determined by how (ND) is violated. The sequence {x k } k∈N will identify a manifold M x such that
Furthermore, the identification of {x k } k∈N could be unstable, that is {x k } k∈N may identify several different manifolds which are between M x and M x .
A degenerate LASSO problem We present a simple example of LASSO problem to demonstrate the unstable identification behaviour of {x k } k∈N when the non-degeneracy conditions fails. Consider the problem
2) where µ > 0 is the penalty parameter, K ∈ R n×n is a unitary matrix, and b ∈ R n is a vector. Since K is a unitary matrix, the solution of (3.2) is unique and can be given explicitly, which is
and denotes point-wise product. Moreover, we have the gradient at x
In the experiments, we set µ = 0.5 and n = 16, and moreover the vector b is designed such that the non-degeneracy condition (ND) is violated. The two vectors x and K T b − x are shown in Figure 2 (a), and it can be observed that x has only two non-zero elements, while K T b − x has nine saturated elements (the saturation means that the absolute value of corresponding element is equal to µ). Though the solution x can be provided in closed form (3.3), we choose to solve (3.2) with deterministic ForwardBackward splitting with fixed step-size γ = 0.05, which is the following iteration
Three different initial points for (3.4) are considered. For each starting point, the size of support of the sequence Figure 2 (b). For all three cases, the iterations are ran until machine accuracy is reached. We obtain the following observations from the comparisons:
• "Initial point 1" and "Initial point 2" are unable to identify the support of the solution x ;
• "Initial point 1" identifies the largest manifold, i.e. M x . For "Initial point 2", the identification is not stable in the early iterations (e.g. k ≤ 190) compared to the other cases, and eventually (e.g. k ≥ 190) stabilises onto a manifold M x with M x ⊂ M x ⊂ M x ; • "Initial point 3" manages to identify the smallest manifold, i.e. M x . We can conclude that the starting point is very crucial when the non-degeneracy condition (ND) fails.
Throughout the section, x ∈ Argmin(Φ) denotes a global minimiser (P), M x is a C 2 -smooth manifold which contains x , and T x denotes the tangent space of M x at x .
Local linear convergence
Similar to the result in [29] for the deterministic FBS-type methods, the key assumption to establish local linear convergence for SAGA/Prox-SVRG is a so-called restricted injectivity condition defined below.
Restricted injectivity
Owing to the local continuity of the Hessian of F , condition (RI) implies that there exist α > 0 and r > 0 such that
In [29, Proposition 12] , it is shown that under the above condition, x actually is the unique minimiser of problem (P), and Φ grows locally quadratic if moreover R ∈ PSF x (M x ). , then x is the unique minimiser of (P) and there exist α > 0 and r > 0 such that The local quadratic growth, implies that when a sequence convergent stochastic method is applied, and moreover the conditions of Lemma 4.1 are satisfied. Eventually, the method will enter a local neighbourhood of the solution x where the function has the quadratic growth property. If moreover the method is linearly convergent under strong convexity, then locally it will also converge linearly under quadratic growth. As a consequence, we have the following propositions for SAGA and Prox-SVRG respectively. 
}. We refer to [12] for the proof of the proposition. .
It also should be noted that γ = 1 3L is the optimal step-size for SAGA as pointed out in [12] . 
where ρ SVRG = max{
, 4Lγ(P + 1)} and γ, P are chosen such that ρ SVRG < 1.
The claim is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.2(ii).
Remark 4.6.
(i) When P is large enough, then ρ SVRG ≈ 1 αγ(1−4Lγ)P + 4Lγ 1−4Lγ , to make it strictly smaller than 1, we need P ≥ 32L/α and moreover
where ∆ = P α(P α − 32L).
(ii) In [16] , the authors studied the linear convergence convergence of Prox-SVRG under a "semi-strongly convex" assumption. Our assumption for local linear convergence is very close to this one, however in stead of only allowing polyhedral functions (typically 1 -norm), our analysis goes much further, for instance our result allows to analyse nuclear norm. (iii) The above local linear convergence result is quite different from that of [29, Section 4] for the deterministic FBS-type methods, which can be summarised into the following steps:
Step 1. Locally along the identified M x , the globally non-linear iteration (1.1) can be linearised, resulting in a linear matrix M FB ; Step 2. Spectral properties of M FB , conditions such that the spectral radius ρ(M FB ) < 1;
Step 3. Local linear convergence of FBS-type splitting schemes. The advantage of this strategy is that it exploits explicitly the geometry of the manifold M x and encodes it into the matrix M FB , which result in a very tight rate estimation.
The main difficulty of applying the above strategy to SAGA/Prox-SVRG is that, under the stochastic setting, the error ε k in (1.4) cannot be controlled explicitly, which makes it impossible to use the spectral radius ρ(M FB ) as rate estimation; see the section below for more details.
Better local rate estimation?
Consider FBS and SAGA algorithms, when Φ is α-strongly convex and the step-size is chosen as γ = 1/(3L), then the convergence rate of ||x k − x || for these two algorithms are
Clearly, the rate estimation of FBS is better than that of SAGA. Note that here we are comparing the convergence rate per iteration, not based on gradient evaluation complexity. For the rest of this part, we will discuss the difficulties of improving the rate estimations for SAGA and Prox-SVRG.
Local linearised iteration
Follow the setting of [29] , suppose that F locally around x is C 2 -smooth, define the following matrices which are all symmetric: 
Proposition 4.8 (Local linearised iteration). For problem (P), suppose that conditions
3)
See Appendix A.2 for the proof. Note that for φ k , there still holds E[φ k ] = 0.
Remark 4.9. In [29] , the linearisation of deterministic FBS scheme reads,
which is much more straightforward than Theorem 4.8. The reason for such a difference is that the behaviour of deterministic FBS is monotonic, e.g. ||x k+1 − x || ≤ ||x k − x ||, which allows us to encode all the small o-terms into o(||x k − x ||).
No better rate estimation
We discuss in short why the spectral radius of M FB cannot serve as the local convergence rate of stochastic optimisation methods, which is different from the deterministic setting. Let K ∈ N be sufficiently large such that (4.3) holds. Then we get
[, owing to Lemma 4.7, there exists a constant C > 0 such that
Now consider the SAGA algorithm, owing to Proposition 4.3, we have only that
which means lim k→+∞ k j=K E(||φ j ||) ρ j < +∞ holds only for ρ ∈] √ ρ SAGA , 1[. As a consequence, we can only obtain the same rate estimation as the original SAGA.
Remark 4.10. The main message of the above discussion is: under a given step-size γ, the spectral radius ρ(M FB ) is the optimal convergence rate can be achieved by SAGA/Prox-SVRG. However, depending on the problems to solve, the practical performance of these methods could be slower than ρ(M FB ).
An overdetermined LASSO problem In Section 5.1, a sparse logistic regression problem is considered, where both SAGA and Prox-SVRG converge at the rate of ρ(M FB ); see Figure 4 . Below we design an example of LASSO problem, to discuss the situations where ρ(M FB ) cannot be achieved. Consider again the LASSO problem,
where now K ∈ R m×n is a random Gaussian matrix with zero means and b ∈ R m . Moreover, we choose m = 256, n = 32, that is much more measurements than the size of the vector.
For the test example, we have L = 0.2239 and the local quadratic grow parameter α = 0.0032. The parameter choices of SAGA and Prox-SVRG with "Option II" are:
We have P ≈ 27m which is quite large. As discussion in the original work [43] , with the above parameters choices, ρ SVRG ≈ 5 6 . The outcomes of the numerical experiments are shown in Figure 3 , where the observation of {||x k − x ||} k∈N is provided for SAGA and {||x − x ||} k∈N for Prox-SVRG. The solid lines stand for practical observations of the methods, the dashed lines are the theoretical estimation from Proposition 4.3 and 4.5, the dot-dashed lines are the estimation from ρ(M FB ). All the lines are sub-sampled, one out of every m points for SAGA and P points for Prox-SVRG. Note also that the observation is not in norm square.
For this example, both the convergence speeds of SAGA and Prox-SVRG are slower than the spectral radius ρ(M FB ). Empirically, the reason for SAGA is that the ratio of m/n much larger than 1, while for Prox-SVRG, the reason is that P/m is too large. 
Beyond local convergence analysis
As already pointed out, manifold identification (Theorem 3.2) implies that, the globally non-smooth problem locally becomes a C 2 -smooth and possibly non-convex (e.g. nuclear norm) problem, constrained on the identified manifold, that is min
Such a transition to local C 2 -smoothness, provides various choices of acceleration. For instance, in [23] , the authors proposed a local version of RDA, called RDA+, which achieves linear convergence. In the following, we discuss several practical acceleration strategies.
Better local Lipschitz continuity
If the dimension of the manifold M x is much smaller than that of the whole space R n , then constrained to M x , the Lipschitz property of the smooth part would become much better. For each i ∈ {1, · · · , m}, denote by L M x ,i the Lipschitz constant of ∇f i along the manifold M x , and let
For SAGA/Prox-SVRG or other stochastic methods which have the manifold identification property, once the manifold is identified, they can adapt their step-sizes to the local Lipschitz of the problem once the manifold is identified, one can adapt their step-sizes to the local Lipschitz constants of the problem. Since step-size is crucial to the convergence speed of these algorithms, the potential acceleration of such as local adaptive strategy can be significant.
In the numerical experiments section, this strategy is applied to the sparse logistic regression problem. For the considered problem, we have L/L M x ≈ 16, and the adaptive strategy achieves a 16 times acceleration. It is worth mentioning that, the computational cost for evaluating M x is negligible.
Lower computational complexity
Another important aspect of the manifold identification property is that one can reduce the computational cost, especially when M x is of very low dimension.
Take R = || · || 1 as the 1 -norm for example. Suppose that the solution x of Φ is κ-sparse, i.e. the number of non-zero entries of x is κ. We have two stages of gradient evaluation complexity for ∇f i (x k ):
Before identification O(n) complexity;
After identification O(κ) complexity;
The reduction of computational cost is decided by the ratio of n/κ. Depending on this ratio, either mini-batch based methods, or even deterministic methods with momentum acceleration can be applied (e.g. inertial ForwardBackward schemes [29] , FISTA [3] ).
Higher-order acceleration
The last acceleration strategy to discuss is the Riemannian manifold based higher-order acceleration. Recently, various the Riemannian manifold based optimisation methods are proposed in the literature [20, 37, 40, 5] , particularly for low-rank matrix recovery. However, an obvious drawback of this class of methods is that the manifold should known a priori, which limits the applications of these methods. The manifold identification property of proximal methods implies that one can first use the proximal method to identify the correct manifold, and then turn to the manifold based optimisation methods. The higher-order methods that can be applied include Newton-type method, when the restricted injectivity condition (RI) is satisfied, and Riemannian geometry based optimisation methods [24, 32, 39, 5, 40] , for instance the non-linear conjugate gradient method [39] . Stochastic Riemannian manifold based optimisation methods are also studied in the literature, for instance in [44] , the authors generalised the SVRG method to the manifold setting.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we consider several concrete examples to illustrate our results. Three examples of R are considered, sparsity promoting 1 -norm, group sparsity promoting 1,2 -norm and low rank promoting nuclear norm. We refer to [29] and the references therein for the detailed properties of these functionals.
As the main focus of this work is the theoretical properties of SAGA and Prox-SVRG algorithms, the scale of the problems considered are not very large.
Local linear convergence
We consider the sparse logistic regression problem to demonstrate the manifold identification and local linear convergence of SAGA/Prox-SVRG algorithms. Moreover in this experiment, we provide only the rate estimation from the spectral radius ρ(M FB ).
Example 5.1 (Sparse logistic regression).
Let m > 0 and (z i , y i ) ∈ R n × {±1}, i = 1, · · · , m be the training set. The sparse logistic regression is to find a linear decision function which minimizes the objective
The setting of the experiment is: n = 256, m = 128, µ = 1/ √ m and L = 1188. Apparently, the dimension of the problem is larger than the number of training points. The parameters choices of SAGA and Prox-SVRG are:
; Prox-SVRG : γ = Figure 4(a) , we plot the size of support of the sequence {x k } k∈N generated by the two algorithms. The lines are sub-sampled, one out of every m points.
Finite manifold identification In
The two algorithms are started with the same initial point. It is observed that SAGA shows faster manifold identification than Prox-SVRG, this is mainly due the fact that the step-size of SAGA (i.e. γ = 1 2L ) is larger than that of Prox-SVRG (i.e. γ = 1 3L ). The identification speed of the two algorithms are very close if they are applied under the same choice of step-size. Figure 4(b) , we demonstrate the convergence rate of {||x k − x ||} k∈N of the two algorithms. The two solid lines are the practical observation of {||x k − x ||} k∈N generated by SAGA and Prox-SVRG, the two dashed lines are the theoretical estimations using the spectral radius of M FB , and two dot-dashed lines are the practical observation of the acceleration of SAGA/Prox-SVRG based on the local Lipschitz continuity L M x . The lines are also sub-sampled, one out of every m points.
Local linear convergence In
Since 1 -norm is polyhedral, the spectral radius of M FB , denoted by ρ M FB , is determined by α and γ, that is For the consider problem setting, the spectral radius quite matches the practical observations.
To conclude this part, we highlight the benefits of adapting to the local Lipschitz continuity of the problem. For both SAGA and Prox-SVRG, their adaptive schemes (e.g. dot-dashed lines) shows 16 times faster performance compared to the non-adaptive ones (e.g. solid lines). Such an acceleration gain is on the same order of the difference between the global Lipschitz and local Lipschitz constants, which is 19 times. More importantly, the computational cost of evaluating the local Lipschitz constant is almost negligible, which makes the adaptive scheme more preferable in practice. 
Local higher-order acceleration
Now we consider two problems of group sparse and low-rank regression to demonstrate local higher-order acceleration.
Example 5.3 (Group sparse and low-rank regression [13, 6])
. Let x ob ∈ R n be either a group sparse vector or a low-rank matrix (in a vectorised form), consider the following observation model
where the entries of K ∈ R m×n are sampled from i.i.d. zero-mean and unit-variance Gaussian distribution, ω ∈ R m is an additive error with bounded 2 -norm. Let µ > 0, and R(x) be either the group sparsity promoting 1,2 -norm or the low rank promoting nuclear norm. Consider the problem to recover or approximate x ob ,
where K i , b i represent the i th row and entry of K and b, respectively.
We have the following settings for the two examples of R:
Group sparsity: n = 512, m = 256, x ob has 8 non-zero blocks of block-size 4; Low rank: n = 4096, m = 2048, the rank of x ob is 4.
We consider only the SAGA algorithm for this test, as the main purpose is higher-order acceleration. For 1,2 -norm, Newton method is applied after the manifold identification, while for nuclear norm, a non-linear conjugate gradient [5] is applied after manifold identification.
The numerical results are shown in Figure 5 . For 1,2 -norm, the black line is the observation of SAGA algorithm with γ = 1 3L , the red line is the observation of "SAGA+Newton" hybrid scheme. It should be noted that the lines are not sub-sampled.
For the hybrid scheme, SAGA is used for manifold identification, and Newton method is applied once the manifold is identified. As observed, the quadratic convergence Newton method converges in only few steps. For nuclear norm, a non-linear conjugate gradient is applied when the manifold is identified. Similar to the observation of 1,2 -norm, the super-linearly convergent non-linear conjugate gradient shows superior performance to SAGA. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a unified framework of local convergence analysis for proximal stochastic variance reduced gradient methods, and typically focused on SAGA and Prox-SVRG algorithms. Under partial smoothness, we established that these schemes identify the partial smooth manifold in finite time, and then converge locally linearly. Moreover, we proposed several practical acceleration approaches which can greatly improve the convergence speed of the algorithms. 
(iii) With probability 1, k W k < ∞. Then we have k Z k < ∞ and the sequence Y k converges to a non-negative random variable Y with probability 1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The convergence of the objective function value for γ k ≡ 1 3L is already studied in [12] , here for the completeness of the proof, we shall keep the convergence proof of the objective function.
The proof of the theorem consists of several steps. First is the convergence of the objective function value. Let φ k,i be the point such that g k,i = ∇f i (φ k,i ), then following the proof in the original SAGA paper [12] , define the following Lyapunov
for some appropriate c > 0. Denote E k [·] the conditional expectation on step k. Then following the Appendix C of the supplementary material of [12] , one can show that
] is a non-negative random variable of the k th iteration, it then follows that {L k } k∈N is a supermartingale owing to Lemma A.1. Therefore {L k } k∈N converges to a non-negative random variable L with probability 1. At the same time, with probability 1,
is a bounded sequence and every cluster point of {x k } k∈N is a global minimiser of Φ. Moreover, from Lemma A.1 and (A.1), we have
, clearly we have {y j } k∈N is nonincreasing and converges to 0 as j → +∞. As a consequence, by the monotone convergence theorem, we have
which implies
With the boundedness of {x k } k∈N , the second step is to prove that {||x k − x ||} k∈N is convergent. Define a new sequence
Observe that
Since x ∈ Argmin(Φ) is a global minimiser, we have −∇F (x ) ∈ ∂R(x ) and −∇F (x ),
therefore from above equality we further obtain
Taking expectations over all previous steps for both sides and summing from k = 0 to j yields
As a result, taking j to +∞ implies that E[ j k=1 w k ] < +∞, hence j k=1 w k < +∞ almost surely. Moreover, w k → 0 with probability 1. From the convergence result of {L k } k∈N and {w k } k∈N , we have that almost surely {||x k − x ||} k∈N is bounded and convergent.
Next we prove the almost sure convergence of the sequence {x k } k∈N . Let {x i } i be a countable subset of the relative interior ri(Argmin(Φ)) that is dense in Argmin(Φ). From the almost sure convergence of ||x k − x ||, x ∈ Argmin(Φ), we have that for each i, the probability Prob({||x k − x i ||} k∈N is not convergent) = 0. Therefore
where the inequality follows from the union bound, i.e. for each i, {||x k −x i ||} k∈N is a convergent sequence. For a contradiction, suppose that there are convergent subsequences {u kj } kj and {v kj } kj of {x k } k∈N which converge to their limiting points u and v respectively, with ||u − v || = r > 0. Since Φ(x k ) converges to inf Φ, these two limiting points are necessarily in Argmin(Φ). Since {x i } i is dense in Argmin(Φ), we may assume that for all > 0, we have x i1 and x i2 are such that ||x i1 − u || < and ||x i2 − v || < . Therefore, for all k j sufficiently large,
On the other hand, for sufficiently large j, we have
This contradicts with the fact that x k −x i1 is convergent. Therefore, we must have u = v , hence there existsx ∈ Argmin(Φ) such that x k →x.
Finally, to see that ε
therefore, combining this with the fact that ∇f j is L-Lipschitz and x k → x * , it follows that
which concludes the proof.
To prove Theorem 2.2, we require the following lemma, which is a direct consequence of Eq. (16) and Corollary 3 of [43] .
Lemma A.2. Assume that F is α F -strongly convex and R is α R -strongly convex. Let {x ,p } ,p be the sequence generated by Prox-SVRG. Then, conditional on step k = P + p − 1, we have
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We begin with the remark that following the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.1, to show that x ,p → x almost surely for some x ∈ argmin(Φ), it is sufficient to prove that ||x ,p − x || is convergent. By Lemma A.2 with α R = α F = 0, we have that conditional on step k = P + p − 1,
Summing (A.4) over p = 1, . . . , P and taking expectation on the random variables i 1 , . . . , i P , we obtain that
Since γ ≤ 1 4L(P +2) , which yields 2γ(1 − 4Lγ) ≥ γ 2 , we obtain from (A.5)
Moreover, under "Option I", by defining the non-negative random variables
It follows from 8Lγ
So, by the super-martingale convergence theorem, {T } ∈N converges to a non-negative random variable and S < +∞ holds almost surely. In particular, we have S → 0 as → ∞ and hence, Φ(x ) → Φ(x ) as → ∞. Therefore, ||x − x || Now we prove that the inner iteration sequence {x ,p } 1≤p≤P, ∈N also converge to x as → ∞. Consider the inequality (A.4), and define the non-negative random variables
and moreover ,p W ,p = S < ∞ holds almost surely. Therefore, the super martingale convergence theorem implies that {V ,p } p∈{1,··· ,P }, ∈N converges to a non-negative random variable. Moreover, since Φ(x ,p ) → Φ(x ), it follows that the sequence {||x ,p − x ||} p∈{1,··· ,P }, ∈N is convergent.
To prove the error rate (2.1), observe that by convexity of Φ and Jensen's inequality, we have
which further implies, owing to (A.6),
Summing over = 1, . . . , Q and telescoping the right hand of the sum we arrive at
where the first inequality follows from Jensen's inequality and convexity of Φ. Dividing both sides by kP γ 2 gives the required error bound. The convergence of ε SVRG k is a straightforward consequence of the convergence of x l,p . Now we prove the second claim of the theorem. Taking expectation of both sides of (A.3) in Lemma A.2 and summing from p = 1, · · · , P yields
Since γL < 1 4(P +1) < 1 4 , we have 2γ − 8γ 2 L > 0, and we have from the above
then there holds
which implies the desired result.
A.2 Proofs for Section 4 A.2.1 Riemannian Geometry
Let M be a C 2 -smooth embedded submanifold of R n around a point x. With some abuse of terminology, we shall state C 2 -manifold instead of C 2 -smooth embedded submanifold of R n . The natural embedding of a submanifold M into R n permits to define a Riemannian structure and to introduce geodesics on M, and we simply say M is a Riemannian manifold. We denote respectively T M (x) and N M (x) the tangent and normal space of M at point near x in M.
Exponential map Geodesics generalize the concept of straight lines in R n , preserving the zero acceleration characteristic, to manifolds. Roughly speaking, a geodesic is locally the shortest path between two points on M. We denote by g(t; x, h) the value at t ∈ R of the geodesic starting at g(0; x, h) = x ∈ M with velocityġ(t; x, h) = dg dt (t; x, h) = h ∈ T M (x) (which is uniquely defined). For every h ∈ T M (x), there exists an interval I around 0 and a unique geodesic g(t; x, h) : I → M such that g(0; x, h) = x andġ(0; x, h) = h. The mapping Exp x : T M (x) → M, h → Exp x (h) = g(1; x, h), is called Exponential map. Given x, x ∈ M, the direction h ∈ T M (x) we are interested in is such that Exp x (h) = x = g(1; x, h). Lemma A.4 ([29, Lemma B.2]) . Let x, x be two close points in M, denote τ : T M (x) → T M (x ) the parallel translation along the unique geodesic joining x to x . The Riemannian Taylor expansion of Φ ∈ C 2 (M) around x reads, 
A.2.2 Proofs
Proof of Proposition 4.8. By virtue the definition of proximity operator and the update of x k+1 in (1.4), we have
Given a global minimiser x ∈ Argmin(Φ), the classic optimality condition entails that 0 ∈ γ k ∂Φ(x ).
Projecting the above two inclusions on to T x k+1 and T x , respectively and using Lemma A.6, lead to
Adding both identities, and subtracting τ −1 k+1 P Tx k+1 x on both sides, we get
For each term of (A.11), we have the following result (i) By virtue of Lemma A.3, we get τ −1 k+1 P Tx k+1 (x k+1 − x ) = P T x (x k+1 − x ) + (τ −1 k+1 P Tx k+1 − P T x )(x k+1 − x ) = P T x (x k+1 − x ) + o(||x k+1 − x ||).
With the help of [27, Lemma 5.1] , that x k+1 − x = P T x (x k+1 − x ) + o(||x k+1 − x ||), we further derive τ −1 k+1 P Tx k+1 (x k+1 − x ) = (x k+1 − x ) + o(||x k+1 − x ||).
(A.12)
Similarly for x k , we have τ 
(A.13) (iii) Using Lemma A.4 again together with the local C 2 -smoothness of F , we have
(A.14) (iv) Owing to Lemma A.3, we have τ −1 k+1 P Tx k+1 ε k = P T x ε k + o(||ε k ||). Combining the above relations with (A.11) we obtain
(A.15) Since we have γ k → γ and H R is bounded, we have
hence (γ k − γ)H R (x k+1 − x ) = o(||x k+1 − x ||). Using the same arguments lead to (γ k − γ)H F (x k − x ) = o(||x k − x ||) and (γ k − γ)P T x ε k = o(||ε k ||). Therefore, from (A.15), we obtain
Inverting Id + γH R (which is possible owing to Lemma 4.7), we obtain
Since W R , G F are non-expansive, we have
and similarly, we have M FB (x k − x ) + W R o(||x k − x ||) = M FB (x k − x ) + o(||x k − x ||) = M FB d k and γW R P T x ε k + W R o(||ε k ||) = γW R P T x ε k + o(||ε k ||) = φ k . Substituting back into (A.17) we conclude the proof.
